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Sports
Cross Country teams finish season 
against Ferris. See p. 7
Campus Life
The battle results 
from Airband competition are in. 
See pp. 8 & 9
GV Remembers 
Vietnam Veterans
By Tim Syrek
News Editor
Vietnam veterans have found a 
niche at Grand Valley football 
games.
For the first time in the history 
of Laker football, the Michigan 
Vietnam Veterans of America 
presented the colors before each 
home game.
Laker Assistant Athletic Direc­
tor Dan Karpanty organized the 
presentation made by the veter­
ans.
Each week the five veterans 
presented the American flag and 
a flag honoring Prisoners, of War 
and soldiers who arc Missing in 
Action.
“It is really touching. (Grand 
Valley) was presented a POW and 
MIA flag to the school by the 
Veterans of America,” Karpanty 
said. “We plan on having the flag 
flown during every football game 
and basketball game.”
Tony Lomonaco, vice presi­
dent of the Kent County Chapter 
of the Vietnam Veterans of Amer­
ica said his organization was look­
ing for a school to open each game 
with the presentation and found
$1 Million in 
Scholarships Paid 
to GV Students
By Sandra L. Planisek
Staff Writer
Record levels of scholar­
ships were awarded to Grand 
Valley students this year, ac­
cording to Kenneth Fridsma, 
director of financial aid.
Fridsma said the high qual­
ity of students coming to 
Grand Valley is paying off in 
more scholarships.
This year the state of Michi­
gan paid off over SI million 
dollars in scholarships to 
Grand Valley students.
The state scholarship pro­
gram awards funds based upon 
a student’s ACT scores and 
financial need.
Last year Grand Valley stu­
dents qualified for $840,000 
and the year before for 
$730,000. Private donations 
and money from the univer­
sity’s general fund also in-
See SCHOLARSHIPS p. 6
Grand Valley.
“Earlier in the year,
I was talking to the 
guys and we were in­
terested in doing more 
than just parades,”
Lomonaco said. “We 
were hoping to get in­
volved with a school 
system in town.
Grand Valley has 
been super — things 
have really worked 
out well.”
The veterans 
started presenting 
colors at the begin­
ning of the year, and 
the Grand Valley 
football team hasn’t 
lost since and are 10- 
0.
“We like to think 
that we are good luck 
for them,” said Lomonaco, 
Grand Rapids.
Last week officials from Grand 
Valley and the Vietnam Veterans 
of America dedicated the game to 
veterans.
Before the game with Val­
paraiso 74 black balloons were re­
leased in honor of the veterans still
r n u i u a i  b o b c o u c c i
The Kent County Chapter o f the Vietnam Veterans o f America presented Grand 
Valley with POW and MIA flag before the football team's victory over Valparaiso. 
The flag will be flown during each football and basketball game.
of missing from the state.
“You could have heard a pin 
drop in the stadium when the bal­
loons were being released. It was 
a special moment,” Lomonaco 
said. “That was the quietest foot­
ball stadium I have ever been in.”
The Laker football team put on 
a show for the more than 150 vet­
erans from around the state attend­
ing the game by scoring 91 points 
en route to a shutout win.
“We feel the football team went 
out and won one for us, “ Lomon­
aco said. “There was a really 
special moment during the game.
See VETS p. 6
Allendale to Eberhard Center 
Shuttle Seldom Used by Students
Tim Dowker
■Staff Writer
Many people wonder how long 
the bus pass system can continue 
to operate in a deficit situation.
“Its hard to come to an answer," 
said Dick Mehler, building man­
ager of the Eberhard Center. “We 
feel we have some responsibility 
(to the riders), but at what cost is 
another question."
Based on September’s figures, 
there is an average of two to eight 
riders per run, far short of the 
maximum bus capacity of 40.
“We’re going to do an evalu­
ation at the end of the semester,” 
Mehler said.
“We will have semester and 
cold weather statistics. We’ll have 
to make some decisions about next 
year’s contract,” he said.
“I think as soon as the cold 
weather hits, the (number of rid­
ers) will pick up because of the 
snow.”
Grand Valley has a contract 
with G&M Coaches of Grand 
Rapids, initiating a regular bus­
sing schedule between the down­
town and Allendale campuses.
Non-student riders are charged 
a $1 fee to ride the bus, while 
Grand Valley students are offered 
a 50 percent discount, but there 
are still very few people riding.
‘They (G&M Coaches) prepare 
a budget for us and they offer us a 
contract differential between the
income they generate and the cost, 
and we pay the difference,” 
Mehler said.
“It’s expensive, there’s no doubt 
about it, for the number of riders, 
but you have to pul it in perspec­
tive,” Mehler said. “What is the 
school’s obligation to offer the 
service (to the students?)”
PHOTO BY EMILY STANKEY
The Allendale to downtown connector is averaging only 2 to 8 people 
per run.
Life Science 
Building a Step 
Closer to Reality
Only $14 million needed 
to start construction.
By Tim Syrek -
News Editor
The proposed Life Science 
Duilding cleared another hurdle 
last week.
The Michigan Legislature ap- 
Grand Valley’s design 
development plans for the $14 
million three floor building.
Terry Sack, vice president for 
campus operations said there are 
five steps to getting state funding 
for new facilities.
The Life Science project has 
now completed four of those five 
steps.
Sack said the final step is get­
ting the $14 million for construc­
tion.
The design development plans 
for the building were approved last 
week by the Joint Capital Outlay 
Subcommittee, according to Sack.
Design development plans set 
the guidelines for the building’s 
electrical and mechanical layout.
“It is a good sign at this point in 
time that the state has already 
allocated $380,000 to the project,” 
Sack said. “Now we have to work 
on getting the rest.”
The $380,000 already spent on 
the project was for the develop­
ment of plans and studies on the 
effect of the buildings on campus.
“Right now it is a matter of find­
ing the funding for the project. 
There are a number of other build­
ing projects that need funding,” 
he said. “There is talk about in­
creasing the state bond limit for 
construction.”
Sack added that when buildings 
are given the funding they are 
usually done in groups.
“We hope to have some answers 
on the funding of the Life Science 
building by spring,” he said.
Sack said the target date for 
completion of the Life Science 
building would be 1993. He said 
it would take two summers of 
construction to complete the build­
ing that would be constructed 
around Loutit Hall.
“We need to keep Loutit open 
during the fall and winter semes­
ters. It would have to be built 
around the semesters,” Sack said.
In other campus construction 
news, Grand Valley’s Board of 
Control approved a request to the 
Joint Capital Outlay Subcommu-
See LIFE SCIENCE p 6
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“U” in GVSU Little more than Window Dressing
By Alexandra Bybee
Staff Writer
In November of 1987, State 
Legislature passed a bill requir­
ing four Michigan colleges to 
become universities.
Grand Valley State was one of 
them, but did the change in name 
have a change for the campus?
Generally, a university has a 
very broad academic curriculum 
compared to a college and be­
cause of the more than 75 under­
graduate and graduate degree 
programs, Grand Valley State has 
actually been a university for
about twelve years, according to 
Bart Merkle, dean of students. The 
official change was long in com­
ing-/
"The change from a college to a 
university hasn’t really affected 
anything," he said.
“For the student, there’s no dif­
ference in experience, but the 
people of the community have 
more awareness of this institu­
tion,” Merkle said.
The three other colleges in the 
state that were changed from *a 
college to a university are: Ferris 
State, Lake Superior State, and 
Saginaw Valley State.
Jock Bliss, director of public 
relations for Grand Valley said the 
university status has had an im­
pact on people’s perception of 
Grand Valley.
“People who hadn’t paid any 
attention to Grand Valley when it 
was a college open their eyes to it 
now that it’s a university,” Bliss 
said. “More out of state students 
are noticing the university now, 
too.”
Vice-president of University 
Relations, Matt McLogan, said 
nothing has really changed on 
campus.
Pretty much all that can be seen
of the by-gone era of Grand Val­
ley State College is the stickers in 
the back window of a car, an oc­
casional GVSC sweatshirt, and the 
water tower.
Officials said the “Grand Val­
ley State College” on the water 
tower would not be replaced be­
cause it is too costly.
The off-campus change is that 
“People in the tri-county area 
(Kent, Muskegon, and Ottawa) 
appreciate Grand Valley more 
now that they realize how large 
the academic curriculum is (at the 
university).”
PHOTO BY WENDY HILL
The university says it will be too 
expensive to change the water 
tower and apparently graffiti 
artists think it is too high.
r  Field House 
Short on Space
By Alexandra Bybee
Staff Writer
The Grand Valley Field 
House arena, swimming pool, 
weight room, and racquetball 
courts are open for public rec­
reation throughout the week.
Use of the Field House ’ s fa­
cilities is free to allGraml Val­
ley students with validated 
student identification cards. 
For non-students under 18, 
there is a fee of $2.75 per use, 
and $3.50 for people over 18.
According to the Manager 
of the Field House, Mike Sto- 
dola, space is the biggest prob­
lem.
“The capacity is almost to 
the maximum at night,” Sto- 
dola said. ‘The main arena is 
used most, averaging between 
250 and 300 people an eve­
ning.”
As the weather turns to the 
worse, more people tend to 
use the Field House— which, 
along with the increased 
population at Grand Valley 
leads to the problem of space 
and equipment usage.
“There’s a lot of pressure 
placed on the facility and its 
employees,” said Stodola. 
“One way to make things go 
smoothly is if students bring 
their l.D.’s with them.”
For information when the 
facilities are open call exten­
sion 3206.
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When it was first announced that GVSC would become GVSU in October o f 1987, students took matters into 
their own hands and changed this sign on M-45 just east o f campus. FILE PHOTO
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N lidiigan Collegiate Coalition Hews
As was advertised, MCC held a general 
assembly meeting here at GVSU October 27 - 
29. During this weekend, representatives from a 
majority of the fifteen state universities put in 
many long hours to complete the tasks at hand. 
Some of these tasks included approval of the 
1989-90 budget, drafting the platforms for each 
of the five committees, hiring of a new Legisla­
tive Director, setting the date for Student Lobby/ 
Student Empowerment Days (April 5,6,7,1990 
in Lansing), and passing several resolutions 
which will be forwarded to the Michigan Legisla­
ture, and in some cases to the U.S. Congress 
and the Secretary of Education of the United 
States.
Do you wonder what MCC is all about? Or what
the platforms created by the five committees of 
MCC pertain to? Or what Student Lobby/ Student 
Empowerment Days are? Or what the resolutions 
passed by MCC said? If you are genuinely con­
cerned about the lack of student input in higher 
education, and have an interest in getting in touch 
with other students around the state of Michigan 
who share your concerns, then you should get 
involved in the Michigan Collegiate Coalition. For 
information about how you can get involved in 
MCC, attend the Student Senate’s Public Relations 
Committee meeting on Wednesday, November 15 
at 11:00 a.m. in the Student Senate office of the 
Kirkhof Center.
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Students Want Respect " \
(CPS) - Armed with a set of 
general complaints about the 
way national and state govern­
ments treat students, a nation­
wide student lobbying group 
tried to rally collegians at 51 
different schools in late October 
to “pressure" local politicians to 
pay more attention to them.
“(President) Bush had his 
Education Summit the same year 
he cut education spending and 
proposed phasing out several fi­
nancial aid programs that bene­
fit traditionally disadvantaged 
students," said Julianne Marley, 
president of student government. 
Presidents from across the coun­
try. staged demonstrations, let­
ter-writing efforts and voter reg­
istration campaigns and the 51 
campuses Oct. 23-27 to highlight 
pressing student issues.
“The ‘pocketbook’ issues are 
the hottest here," declared Stuart
Wolts of the student government 
at the Scottsdale Community 
College in Arizona, where lead 
ers organized a voter registration 
drive. * g j |
Before the USSA campaign, 
earlier in October, angry student 
in Salt Lake City and Boston
protests of what they said was 
inadequate state funding of pub­
lic colleges in their states.
Marley saitPleven statewide 
student associations and groups 
from Oswego State College in 
New York, Kean College in New 
Jersey, College o f the Ozarks in 
Arkansas, College of the Can­
yons in California, the universi­
ties of Northern Iowa, District 
of Colunbia, Vermont, and Indi­
ana, Howard Oregon State and 
Southern Illinois universities 
among other, joined the USSA 
effort, }
Hunting Season a Time for Drivers, 
As well as Deer, to be more Cautious
By Sandra L. Planisek
Staff Writer
Until mid-December, Grand 
Valley is an area of frequent car/ 
deer traffic collisions on and 
around campus.
According to Sergeant Rich 
VanBeek of the Ottawa County 
sheriffs department, Grand Val­
ley’s rural setting leads to a high 
risk of deer accidents.
Deer mating season combined 
with deer hunting season, causes 
deer to be more mobile at night 
There are about three encoun­
ters per night during the peak sea­
son between cars and deer.
Although no human fatalities 
have resulted in the last few years, 
the collisions are 95 percent fatal 
for deer and usually involve 
enough car damage to require an 
insurance claim.
ROTC’s Being 
Turned Away
(CPS) - Reversing what had 
been a slight trend toward letting 
units of military’s Reserve Offi­
cers Training Program Corps 
(ROTC) back onto some cam­
puses, Yale University’s student 
government has voted to keep 
ROTC away.
A remark about ROTC’s poli­
cies concerning homosexuals, 
moreover, prompted several Uni­
versity of Minnesota groups to try 
to impeach student president Brian 
Bergson.
Bergson got into political 
trouble Sept. 28 when he told the 
Minnesota Daily, the campus pa­
per, that “I can’t understand why 
(gays) would want to subject them­
selves to the ridicule of being in 
the armed forces.”
Bergson subsequently said on 
a local campus radio show that 
homosexuality isn’t conducive to 
a “strong structure within the mili­
tary.”
In response, two groups - the 
Ad Hoc Coalition for Equal Op­
portunity and the University 
Democratic Farmers Labor Union 
-called for Bergson’s impeach­
ment in late October.
Gays can take ROTC classes, 
but the Department of Defense 
forbids them from joining the 
armed forces.
Citing the policy, Yale’s stu­
dent government voted 17-1 to 
defeat a proposal to re-establish a 
ROTC unit on the New Haven, 
Conn, campus.
Scores of colleges first voted 
ROTC off their campuses - and in 
several cases, actually burned 
ROTC buildings - during the Vi­
etnam War era, when the units 
were often seen by anti-war stu­
dents as symbols ofimlitansiri.
Since then, ROTC opponents 
generally have cited the program’s 
attitudes toward homosexuals as 
the reason for not letting it back 
on Campus.
Scholarship Program
Vector has immediate part time 
openings. Flexible schedules. 
Training provided, internships to
qualified. All majors may apply.
$8.25 guaranteed base to start 
245-6282 10 a-m. to 6 pjn. ASAP
COMPANY
HAI R CARE
Men's and women's styled cuts $9.00
453-1200
Hours:
Mon.-Frl.: 9  a .m .-8  p.m. 
Sat.: 9  a .m .-2  p.m.
d ed ica ted  to m aking you look your best
411 Wilson N.W.
Grand Rapids. Ml 49504
HAVE YOU EVER 
CONSIDERED 
DONATING PLASMA?
B u t ...Y ou  a r e n 't  s u re  w h a t  p la s m a  is  u sed  
fo r  o r  w h y  w e  p a y  fo r  y o u r  p la s m a  d o n a tio n ?
•PLASMA donors provide Source PLASMA, the fluid portion 
of blood, used for the preparation of plasma products, diagnosis 
and treatment of rabies, hepatitis B, hemophilia, bum and shock 
victims, heart surgery and products to bloodtype donors and 
patients.
•All PLASMA donors must pass a physician-administered 
physical exam before donating, as well as pass other specific 
medical criteria required at each donation.
P la sm a  d o n a tio n s  req u ire  1 & 1 /2  h ou rs o f  y o u r  tim e.
You can earn $30.00 and help others 
by donating plasma twice each week.
SERA-TEC PLASMA 
1973 S. DIVISION AVENUE 
GRAND RAPIDS 
241-6335
SMILE!
We’ve Got
The roads around campus, es­
pecially 48th Street, Fillmore and 
M-45, are extremely hazardous, 
officials said.
Deer frequently browse in fields 
with standing com, in woods and 
in ditches. If any of these habitats 
come near the road edge, drivers 
should be particularly cautious. 
An approaching car causes the 
deer to be “jittered by the shadow 
the headlights create," VanBeek 
said. Frightened, the deer then 
bolts in any direction often directly 
in front of the car.
To minimize the chances of 
hitting a dew, VanBeek recom­
mends extreme caution when 
approaching a likely deer habitat
and watching for the reflection of 
the deer’s “green eyes."
According to the sheriffs de­
partment, to minimize their own 
deer encounters, they installed 
deer whistles on all of their cars 
three years ago and have had no 
collisions since. As air passes 
through them the devices emit an 
ultrasonic signal which causes 
deer to stand still. Deer whistles 
cost about $15.
Ifadeer bounds in front of you, 
do not swerve. Swerving can be 
far more dangerous than hitting 
the deer directly, VanBeek said.
If you hit the deer, call the sher­
iff’s department and have a report 
taken.
Every Tuesday is
IjRAFT- NIGHT!
at
LINCOLN COUNTRY 
CLUB
Drink Specials 
Every hour! 
Free Popcorn!
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. 
EVERY Tuesday
Featuring:
The Round Mound 
of Sound
Must be 21-years old with valid ED
s?:
BO DlDDLEY
*>
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You Covered.
Cameras • Quality Photo Finishing 
Darkroom Supplies * A/V Equipment 
Film * Knowledge and Experience.
ARDEN'S
PHOTO'MART/AUDIO-VISUAL, INC.
1000 W FULTON • GRAND RAPIDS Ml 49504 • (616) 456-7881
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My Turn
Your Turn To Speak Out
Throws a Flag atSports 
Coverage Double-Standard
Editors;
It appears that your “A View From The Cheap Seats’* columnist 
Dave Benner, must really have been viewing from a cheap seat 
when the Lakers met Valparaiso in a recent football game.
In his column of November 1 (issue 10), Benner chastised 
University of Houston coach Jack Pardee, labeling him as “Poor 
Sportsman of the Year," because of Houston’s recent 95-21 victory 
over SMU. Benner went to say that “no team, under no 
circumstance, deserves to be beaten that badly"
Yet, just two pages earlier in the same issue of the Lanthom, we 
read about how Grand Valley managed to sneak past Valparaiso by 
a 91-0 count Not that I envy the position of either losing team, but 
is Benner suggesting that it’s better to lose a football game by the ~  
score of 91-0 than it is to have fallen by a 95-21 margin?
Pat Baker 
WGVU-FM
Favors Journey to Liberal
Reflections on a
iraamon Grand Valley Odyssey
Hear me, academicians! Hear what I have to say. A while ago I 
sailed my ship on the academic seas of Grand Valley. Like 
Telemakhos, I was searching for my heroic father, who was either 
dead or far away. My father, of course, was my self, or the 
possibility of myself. By age eighteen, my possibilities for 
“selfhood” had either been stifled or frightened far away by insipid 
teachers and a dictatorial education system. So far as I am 
concerned, education (and every other kind of learning) was and is 
and forever will be strictly and distinctly a question of expressing 
individuality.
With the help of hands such as Plato’s the university compels us 
to consider the liberal tradition. Plato wisely excluded poets from 
his “ideal republic," since poetry at its most individually intense 
and memorable transcends logic, the “obvious" summit of man’s 
abilities. Poetry was dismissed as “madness." It still is.
Yet when self-sworn to speak the truth, Plato reveals that only 
through this divine madness can posterity be educated. It is myth 
that saves us from a life of simple truths and mere cleverness.
But the myth-destroyers hold that nothing which cannot be 
logically proved is true, and this includes poetry, which nurture 
individualism. More and more the university, like a besieged 
Penelope, loses its independence (and capacity to nurture 
individualism) through being financed by the State and business 
corporations. The system becomes more and more logical as the 
university prostitutes itself to outside interests. They compete for 
the “hand of Penelope” as did the bastard fathers.
It’s to the shame of liberal learning that this “illiberal" trend 
wears the veil of liberalism. Grand Valley State University has 
become a tool of the State of Michigan and such businessmen as 
L. V. Eberhard. If one considers the dollars spent in each discipline, 
G VSU has become a mere trade school. When was the last time 
over a million dollars was invested in a liberal arts program?
Students wear cloaks of conformity and anonymity. No 
individuality is valued. Selfhood is ransomed for a high GPA. A 
rebellious few are forced to steal learning like scraps of food from 
the tables of suitors and the would-be usurpers. What sickens me is 
to see the whole academic community sitting still with never a
The university’s dwindling capacity to nurture is like Penelope’s 
loom; it’s getting old and running out of thread. This situation 
stifles learning and free thinking. It makes despondent the rare 
student who longs for selfhood—and creates automatons, not 
individuals.
To reach the shores of selfhood one must turn one’s back on 
home, slip away under cover of darkness, avoiding the hands of
See ODYSSEY, p. 5
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The Question: Are you satisfied with 
the level of information and instruction the 
university gave you for touch* tone phone
registration?
No, not really, because they 
started doing it without filling me 
in on how to do i t ”
Yeah, I feel it’s really up-to-date. 
Information could be given out a 
little earlier in the year, but it 
serves it purpose.”
Herman Jagusch 
Junior
Occupational Health and Safety
‘Yeah, I thought it looked really 
good, but I didn’t use it. It was 
informative, and the system 
looked easy.”
Anne Bement 
Junior
Spanish/English
Lisa Q uartana 
Senior
Communications
“Yeah, I’m satisified, but I 
haven’t used if I only used it to 
drop a class.”
Alex Preuss 
Senior
Criminal Justice
I don’t really know anything 
about i t  I’ve heard about it, but I 
just don’t really need it.”
Sheri Noble 
Senior
Management
I feel it’s too slow.”
Scott Taylor 
Senior
Criminal Justice
ODYSSEY From p . 4 _ ______
false-fathers. One must go into 
the world to some strange place 
far from the homeland. Perhaps 
Homer or Chaucer or Shake­
speare will lead the way to this 
place of revelation. Perhaps 
Rembrandt or Picasso or 
Hopper. Once there, like Tele- 
makhos, the hero’s son becomes 
the hero, as one becomes one­
self.
The return of Odysseus is 
overdue. The hour is come to 
make rivers of academic blood. 
It’s time Odysseus brings death 
into the great hall; it’s time he
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drew his liberal bow and let fly 
the arrow of reform. Bury the 
suitors and make the university 
honorable again. Until the mani­
pulating hand of the usurpers is 
severed, the students will suffer, 
continually graduating in a per­
petual state of mental puberty. 
The university must elevate 
learning above the adulterous 
feeds of outside interest Until 
then, the few who discover 
selfhood in such systems are the 
exception, not the rule.
—Murray Shugars
tanthorn Letters Policy
My Turn is a section devoted to expressing the personal views of members of 
the GVSU community. Letters should be addresses to the Opinion Editor, ban- 
thorn, Kirkhof Center. Anonymous opinions will not be printed. For purposes of 
verification only, phone numbers must accompany letters. Please limit letters to 
300 words. The Lanthom reserves the right to edit for space and readability.
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opinions expressed in the 
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University.
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'th e  Lanthorn offices are lo­
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College Landing, Allendale, 
M I 49401. Phone (616) 895- 
3120. Subscriptions to the 
Lanthom  are $20 per school 
year, payable in advance. 
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Lanthom —GVSU".
i "The Great Debate" Teleconference: Date-Rape WorkshopDebate on Abortion "AIDS in the College Community: November 14,1989November 8,2989 From Crisis to Management" 7:00 p.m. - 9 :00 p.m.
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m. November 16,1989 Kleiner Commons
LAT/CFA 1:00 p.m. • 4:00 p.m.
Kirkhof Center - Porfside Room
Evening of Sexuality Videos jk Sexual Feud Game
November 14,1989 / - y S November 21,1989
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 6:30 p.m.
Kleiner Commons Kleiner Commons
These activities sponsored by the Division of Student Services
------------------- :--------------------- ;----- - -----------------  . . .  . - . — — -U --- — i . . .  —....— -
File
been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety, 
of Apple® Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there’s no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The 
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer. 
Without spending a lot more money
Neill 98 N
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VETS From p.l
I was standing on the sidelines 
and there was a runningback for 
Grand Valley who was tunning 
down the sidelines. We made eye 
contact while he was running for 
the touchdown."
‘Tcould feel that he gave a little 
extra effort for us," Lomonaco 
said. “It really was a proud mo­
m ent”
Lomonaco admits that his 
group didn’t follow Laker foot­
ball during the early stages of the 
season, but have become Grand 
Valley fans.
“We really want them to do 
well. We can tell the students at 
Grand Valley are sensitive to the
veterans,” he said.
“They understand how we feel 
about what we are doing.”
Lomonaco carries the POW 
and MIA flag during the presen­
tation. Gus Katsoris of Grand 
Rapids carries the American flag, 
Ron Marsiglia of Grand Rapids 
carries the Kent County Chapter 
flag, while Jim Boersma of Lake 
Odessa and Mike Raudenbush of 
Grand Rapids are the honor 
guards.
. “We just show every week that 
Vietnam Vet’s have pride,” Lo­
monaco said. “It has been a good 
experience at Grand Valley, one 
we’d like to do again next year.”
St. Bonaventure University Offers Student 
Lists to Local Bars to Deter Illegal Drinking
(CPS) - Hoping to keep local 
bars from serving alcohol to 
underaged students, officials at S t
Bonaventure University in New 
York are offering local tavern 
owners a list of students’ names
LIFE SCIENCE From p.l —
tee for a $17 million school of 
business and graduate library.
Sack said the new building* 
would be located near the L.V. 
Eberhard Center on the downtown 
campus.
“We are just beginning this 
project. We just got legislative ap­
proval to start the planning,” Sack 
said. He added officials are hop­
ing a completion date of 1995 can 
be met for the new building.
Sack said the justification for 
the new building is the ever in­
creasing enrollment
“When we were planning for the 
Life Science building we projected 
the enrollment for 10 years down 
the line. We are at the enrollment 
in 1989, that we projected for 
1995," he said. “We need the 
building for classrooms, general 
purpose and student service space. 
We are grpwing faster than we 
projected.”
SCHOLARSHIPS From p.l -----
creased this year’s total scholar­
ship money awarded to students.
Although the state scholarship 
program emphasizes high aca­
demic achievement and financial 
need, other scholarships are more 
creatively awarded based on other 
skills or interests.
If you are not currently receiv­
ing a scholarship it may be that 
you have not discovered that 
scholarship you can qualify for.
Since some fall application 
deadlines occur in January, now 
is a good time to discover what 
scholarships are available for fall 
1990, advised Sheila Klemm of 
the financial aids office.
She said the financial aids of­
fice in Seidman House is a good t 
place to begin, the search for a 
scholarship.
Reference books, explaining the 
criteria and deadlines for applica­
tions to numerous scholarships, 
are available at the front desk on 
a walk-in basis. Klemm said stu­
dents should continue the schol­
arship search by contacting their 
academic department for scholar­
ships in their major, contacting 
student organizations to which 
they belong and contacting their 
hometown high school guidance 
office for possible hometown 
support.
Four Grand Valley education 
majors will attest to the value of 
taking a little extra initiative in 
applying for scholarships. Fresh­
man Christie Petersen, sophomore 
Teri Sue Smith, junior Brenda 
Verbeek and senior Keri Woodard 
applied directly to the Michigan 
Department of Education for the 
Paul Douglas Teacher Scholar­
ship, designed to reduce teacher 
shortages.
Based onJheir outstanding cre­
dentials and special interests in 
science, math or foreign languages 
each student was awarded $5,000 
for this year.
Counselors in the financial aid 
office are available for 9 ani to 
noon and 1 pm to 4:30 pm.
and ages.
Administrators decided to cir­
culate the list despite student an­
ger over a similar effort last fall.
“It came up that we ought to 
help these bar owners out if 
they’re saying they can’t manage 
so many people by helping them 
verify who’s of age and who 
isn’t,” explained Timothy Gallin- 
eau, vice president for student 
development
Student government leaders, 
however, complained students’ 
names and ages were nobody 
else’s business, and that the school 
was distributing personal infor­
mation that students had given it 
in confidence.
“We felt it violated our privacy 
rights," explained student Presi­
dent Dan Maerton. The Ameri­
can Civil Liberties Union subse­
quently refused to take the case, 
saying it didn’t think it could con­
vince a court the information was 
private.
Local bar owners don’t use the 
list, Maerton added. They found 
that combing through a list of St. 
Bonaventure’s 2,700 students is 
a “ridiculous” way to check 
underage drinkers at taverns.
Student Video Parties Violating Movie Copyright Laws
(CPS) - It’s now illegal for stu­
dents in Iowa State University 
dorms to rent a video, plunk it into 
a VCR and watch it with a group 
of friends in a TV lounge.
If some movie industry officials 
have their way, moreover, students 
at every college with a shared TV 
lounge also will soon know it’s 
illegal.
“It’s kind of stupid. We were­
n’t hurting anybody,” complained 
ISU student Steven Reidell. “This
was something fun and non-alco- ance, and could violate the law,
holic to do."
It also violated copyright law, 
ISU administrators warned dorm 
residents in September. The 
administrators, in a letter to stu­
dents as they moved into their 
rooms, said showing videos to 
larger than “a normal circle of a 
family and its social acquain­
tances” without a license was il­
legal.
It’s “an issue of public perfoon-
agreed a spokeswoman with the 
U.S. Copyright Office in Wash­
ington D.C.
Movie industry lawyers say 
they’re aggressively telling ad­
ministrators at other campuses to 
either pay video distribution com­
panies a fee or warn their students 
not to have video parties.
“We send schools a letter say­
ing that they could be in trouble 
for violating the copyright law,”
said Tom Fox, a salesman for 
Chicago-based Films, Inc., which 
claims to be the nation’s biggest 
distributor of Hollywood films.
The letter tells schools they can 
either pay Films, Inc., a licensing 
fee or be reported to the Motion 
Picture Association of America 
(MPAA), the New York-based 
trade groups that helps studios 
protect their copyrights.
The M PAA, in turn, could sue 
the school for fines of up to
$25,000 and punitive damages of 
up to $ 10,000 per video dorm resi­
dents have shown.
“The MPAA is vehement about 
protecting copyrights,” MPAA 
spokeman Mark Harrod ex­
plained, “because if youdon’town 
your copyright* you don’t  own 
anything.”
The association, however, has 
not actually sued any schools or 
students so far.
VBLKvW fy>,THEK£ You pSE l I
DJ’s Pizza P lu s
-  Late Night Special After 9 pm 
- Get one 12" Pizza w /  Double Pepperoni 
& Double Dough, Plus (2) 24 oz. Pops 
For $ 6.00 + Tax
Allendale 895-5411 Hudsonville 699-9550 
■— — — — — — — — W — i — — — — — — — —
- Don't Forget Our All You Can Eat Buffet
- Mondays from 5 -9  pm For $ 3.95
- During Buffet Buy Your First Pop
Get Free Refills
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Polish Profs Depart with Good 
Memories and a Praying Mantis
By Amy Lutz 
Staff Writer
Souvenirs of a trip abroad might 
be pictures, post cards and other 
memorabilia to the average 
American, but for four Polish 
professors, the parting gifts were 
quite different.
Ending an eight week visit on 
October 28, Grand Valley’s Pol­
ish comrades took home good 
memories, a computer and a pray­
ing mantis.
Grand Valley is part of an ex­
change program with the 
Akademia Ekonomiczna in 
Krakow, Poland where GVSU 
sends approximately 20 students 
to the Academy in Poland during 
the summer and in return hosts 
Polish professors here for eight 
weeks in the fall.
The instructors who gave Grand 
Valley a little Polish flavor this 
year were: Andrzej Wojtyna; eco­
nomics, Jacek Woloszyn; com­
puter science, Maria Kosek- 
Wojnar; public finace and 
Mieczyslaw Dobija.
Being one of the students who 
ventured to the Eastern Block this 
past summer, seeing my Polish 
tutors on American soil was both
Poland, I have a better idea of how 
hard it was for them to make the 
journey West
I interviewed them on their last 
day in America and received 
mixed emotions about their depar­
ture. Each gave me their own e d i­
tion of the experience.
Andrzej Wojtyna: “We had so 
many interesting meetings with 
people. They’re friendly..jeally 
involved and really mean what 
they say.
It was good organization and we 
are very greatful to President 
Lubbers and to so many people.” 
Jacek Woloszyn: “I only knew 
America from TV and film. I 
expected violence but I now have 
a completely different image of 
the United States.”
Maria Kosek-Wojnan “People 
always asked if they could help. 
Everyone says hello and is very 
nice.”
Mieczyslaw Dobija: “People 
were friendly and I thank Eton 
Klein who was a real aid in look­
ing for new and progressive ideas 
in accounting, math and computer 
science. I believe you have a bet­
ter educational organization proc­
ess than in Poland.”
The American people were the
sive as Italian 
cuisine.
Commercials were a 
humorous annoyance for 
people who don’t see ads 
very often, but it 
great way 
learn how to 
mote control.
Andrezj Wojtyna 
golfed for the first time 
and wished that 
basketball season so he 
could have seen a game.
Jacek Woloszyn was 
amazed with the raccoon 
that lived in the ravine 
outside their condo 
wanted to take it home to 
have as a pet 
Maria Kosek-Wojnar’s 
airplane landed in San 
Francisco at 1:00 p.m. , 
the day of the earthquake, 
on her way to see family 
in Eureka, California.
Mieczyslaw Dobija ex­
perienced a special meet­
ing with members of his 
family he had never seen 
before in Livonia and the 
family resemblances 
amazed him.
The professors are now
a joy and a shock.
A joy because I never thought I 
would get the chance to speak with 
them face-to- face again and a 
shock because having been in
biggest impact on the Polish 
guests, but there were little things 
of the United States that really in­
trigued and interested them.
McDonald’s wasn’t as impres-
back home in Poland and the 1989 j^g  exchange professors were: Andrzej Wojtyna (top), Mieczyslaw
Poland/GVSU exchange is com- Dobija (left), Maria Kosfkwojnar and Jacek Woloszyn.
plete.
If you missed the chance to meet people, go to Poland this summer office and encounter the people,
these unique and interesting through the International Studies places and life style.
A.C.E. to Sponsor GVSU Gospelfest
By Sherry Lingerfelt
Staff Writer
Achieving Christian Excellence 
is a relatively new organization on 
campus.
ACE is an extension of Bethel 
Pentecostal Church and an alliance 
with Campus Ministry.
“Our purpose is to provide an 
opportunity for students to de­
velop a relationship with God as 
well as an in-depth understanding 
of the Bible,” explains member 
Sam Moffett. Member Adrian 
Boganey adds, “We try to provide 
an oudet for students to express 
their Christianity.”
The group is in it’s third semes­
ter here at Grand Valley, and holds 
meetings every Tuesday at 7:30 
p.m. Discussion in past meetings 
have had topics on dating relation­
ships, appreciating yourself, the 
importance of prayer, drug abuse 
and success.
In the meetings, they have a 
discussion of a Biblical or social 
issue. They also sing, worship and 
pray— “just what you would have 
at your church at home,” said 
Moffett.
Moffett explained, “It’s our 
feeling that in order for education 
to be complete, some attention 
must be given to spiritual needs. 
Spiritual development is just as 
important.”
This semester, ACE is sponsor­
ing the First GVSU Gospelfest. 
The concert features the Bethel 
Penecostal Choir, “one of the best, 
most popular Gospel choirs in the 
U.S.,” Boganey said. The choir 
has been touring for the past 20 to 
25 years, and has released several 
albums, with one soon to be re­
leased. The choir will sing con­
temporary gospel numbers. The 
Gospelfest will also include Grand 
Valley’s own choir.
The concert will be held on 
Saturday, November 11, at 7 p.m. 
Tickets are $2.50 and are avail­
able through the Student Activi­
ties Office.
S.T.A.G.E. Sponsors One-Acts in January
The Student theater organiza­
tion S.T.A.G.E. (Student Techni­
cians and Actors Guild for Enter­
tainment) is again putting on “An 
evening of Student One-Act 
Plays” in January of 1990. Audi­
tions for the one-acts will be held 
Monday and Tuesday, November
13 and 14 from 7 to 10 p.m. in the 
Louis Armstrong Theater.
The three one-acts are each very 
different They span the range of 
comedy, musical and drama. The 
auditions are open to the entire 
campus, and S.T.A.G.E. encour­
ages everyone, no matter how 
much or how little theater experi­
ence, to audition. S.T.A.G.E. 
would also like to thank all those 
students who submitted plays. All 
were very good. Writers are en­
couraged to try again next year.
r
Hazing of Pledge Leads to 
Death at Morehouse College
(CPS) - Two students have 
been expelled and eight more 
suspended following the O ct 18 
death of an Alpha Phi Alpha 
pledge at Atlanta’s Morehouse 
College,
“Clearly we want to send a  
message to fraternities that haz­
ing of any kind is not tolerated 
and will not be tolerated,” said 
Morehouse spokesman R obot 
Bolton. “From our standpoint 
the college defines hazing as har­
assment mental and/or physi­
ca l”
Pledges told Alpha phi Alpha 
state director Robert Willis they 
- jm c J fp u sh e d  and shoved
they didn’t see the sophomore 
get h it
Medical'examiners say Har­
ris, the nation’s oldest black 
fraternity, prohibits hazing, 
which is considered a crime in 
Georgia.
In late August Zeta Beta Tau 
and Tiu Kappa Epsilon went fur­
ther. The two banned pledging 
as a way to end a  series of haz­
ing deaths, injuries, fights, and 
racial incidents at various houses 
at Rutgers University and at the 
universities of Lowell, Tennes­
see, Texas, and California, to 
name a  few.
The Morehouse tragedy “con-
around” when they failed to 
answer questions about the fra­
ternity correctly.
Dr. Joseph Burton, Cobb 
County medical examiner, said 
an autopsy did not reveal any 
bruises or visible injuries on Joel 
Harris, who collapsed during the 
questioning. Other pledges said
v _______________________ — .
tinues to point out the need to 
persist in education about and 
eradicating hazing," said Jon­
athan Brant, head of . the Indian­
apolis-based National Inter- 
firatemity Council 
In 1988, Morehouse stopped
See HAZING p.12
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UPO Art liy Charlie Scott
Kimberly Kuha) took third place and S125 with “Love
; Shack.”
Fourth place along with S75 went to “Poison,” by Alice 
Cooper (Channing Smith, Dale Bemdt, Dan Martuch, Scott 
Bart/).
Bon Jovi (Nick Tykocki, John Chewier, Dave Gardner, 
Dave Baxter, Dan Holland) look filth place and S50.
Other acts included Paula Abdul: “Forever Your Girl,” 
Meatloaf: “Paradise By Dash Board Lights,” M.C. Ham­
mer: “Pump It Up,” Mctulica: “For Whom The Bell Tolls,” 
Motley Crue: “Dr. Feelgood,” Tesla: “Love Songs,” The 
Who: “Won't Get Fooled Again," and AC/DC: "You Shook 
Me All Night Long.”
Air Band 1989 was sponsored by the GVSU Concert 
Committee.
PHOTO BY WENDY HILL
Rob Burritt and Karen Towersey dance to the beat o f "Forever Your Girl" by Paula Abdul. Other members 
were Tricia Olson, Toni Stout and Tony Nauta.
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PHOTO BY BRENT ASHCROFT
PHOTO BY BRENT ASHCROFT
Lance Hamlet {above) grooves to "Pump it Up" by M L Hammer I<>dd Lyle backed him up
Randy Travis (left) promps the audience to sing along Kiss captured second place Other 
members were Scott Lueck. Sieve Lichli, and Richard White
The Top Ten Themes The Counseling Center 
Considered For Sexual Awareness Month
10. ‘The Agony and the Ecstasy!
Naw, sounds too kinky."
9. “Moby Dick? Sure, and 
maybe there’ll be a bar in Al­
lendale in our lifetime!"
“The Cherry Orchard!? 
Right, (hat would go ever 
well with the Housing of­
fice.”
8 “Little Women! No, too sex
3. ‘The Old Man and the Delta 
Zeta! They might get a little 
upset”7. “As You Like Jt! Hmmm, 
doesn’t sound like a respon-
“For Whom The Pill Tolls! 
Enough with the damn Hem­
ingway! !!"6. “Chitty-Chitty Bang-Bang! 
NoWay!”
1. “Great Sexpectations! Hey! 
That’s it!”
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By Amy Lutz
Try to remember the joys of 
November when nights were 
cold—very cold and days were 
long—very long.
It is so wonderful having the 
weather tease a poor, confused 
college student like myself. One 
week of fun in the sun, the next, 
snow snow snow, the next mote 
sun fun and the next snow snow 
slush snow. What’s coming next 
week? Beach Party Bingo or the 
new ice age!
But it’s'only weather.
Mid terms are over! Or are they? 
It seems professors spread mid 
term week over a period, of a 
month. That’s one long week.
But it’s only a GPA.
The leaves have finally died and 
have fallen off the trees. No more 
color tours (if you even took one), 
just naked tree branches waiting 
for their yearly blanket of snow to 
cover them through the harsh cold 
of winter.
His next game happened to be 
with a Citizen by the name of “The 
Rifleman.” They moved to the grid 
and the panel began to illuminate 
with four categories showing 
across the top as follows:
1. PHYSICAL 2. MENTAL
3. CHANCE 4. ARTS
And four more categories run­
ning down the side.
A. NAKED
B. TOOL
C. MACHINE
D. ANIMAL
Stile had to chose from the let-
At least the flies have finally 
gone to where ever they go.
If you are watching more TV 
now that it’s colder outside, have 
you noticed the reoccurring 
Christmas ads already? Sorry, but 
I don’t need Anne Murray sing­
ing “Here Comes Santa Claus” to 
me one week after Halloween.
Do Alvin and die Chipmunks 
still make a Christmas album?
But I am ready to make out my 
Christmas list to Santa so he can 
read it and still have time to order 
that John Deere snow blower I 
want (ahem).
There are a few birthdays that 
hide out in November, just when I 
start to save my money for Christ­
mas presents. Here is the cheap 
way out— HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
MOMANDJENNO.
OH GROSS! Tis the season to 
gain weight— fat fat fat fat fat 
...fat fat...fat...fat
B ooks
By Schon Washington
ters. He could wind up with an 
impossible match if he chose in- 
conecdy. He touched D. The new 
grid appeared: ID. PHYSICAL/ 
ANIMAL, as Stile had guessed. 
Now the two players maneuvered 
through a couple of more grid 
screens until the Citizen finally 
won with: FOOTBALL/AN­
DROID. This of course was not 
good. Not good at all because 
Stile hadn’t played this antique, 
Earth-planet, Americana sport in 
years. As the Rifleman mused, 
Stile found he had been tricked
into romping around a field with 
an assembly of mindless idiots, 
and had gotten hurt in the proc­
ess.
Alas, this was not the first time 
he would be tricked, either in 
Proton or in Phaze, the magical, 
counter-world of Proton.
The plot of the Blue Adept is 
very intriguing and imaginative. 
It is the opposite of one-dimen­
sional thinking and the Games 
provide a good example of this.
See BOOKS p .ll
Thanksgiving is just the warm 
up to the most caloric time of the 
year.
Holidays are only part of it. It’s 
cold- you stay inside because it’s 
cold- you eat to put on that extra 
layer of 0  hate to say it) fat to 
keep you extra warm during this 
extra cold season.
Add long underwear to the 
Christmas list.
November is also voting month.
I vote we eliminate the cold and 
snow after classes start on Janu­
ary 8 .1 also vote that we get two 
weeks off for Thanksgiving so we 
can get used to the concept of 
some time off before Christmas 
break.
YIKES!!! Christmas break? 
You know what that means: FI­
NALS! Wait didn’t we just finish 
mid term month?
Fasten your seat belts, here we 
go again!
Music
ByKristoffer Gair
0 © € > 0 © 0 0 0 @ ®
A Dry White Season is the best 
drama about South Africa I have 
yet seen. The film is a fictitious 
account of one jnan^s awakexi-
Bad English
As a rule of thumb, I never buy 
an album with more than twelve 
hacks.
Why? In most cases, the album 
is either too short so the artist put 
in some filler songs or it basically 
stinks. If it’s really that bad, the 
record companies put this neat 
little sticker on the cover inform­
ing you of how many tracks you 
are getting mid what a deal it is. 
One would think that after this has 
happened to me so many times that 
I’d stick to my rule. Hardly. 
Maybe I’m not as disciplined as I 
thought J was (sorry Dad).
Bad English consists of a bunch 
of guys who have been in the field 
of rock for a long time and wanted 
to do something their own way 
for a change. I can respect them 
for that, especially when it turns 
out a decent album.
ing to the evils that his country is 
committing.
Donald Sutherland plays Ben 
du Toil, a history teacher in South 
Africa who naively believes 
himself to be African. When the 
son of his gardener is arrested 
and whipped, the gardener wants 
to fight the judgment passed 
against his son, feeling that it is 
unjustified and could hurt his 
son’s future. Sutherland tells the 
man to let it pass, feeling that 
there is nothing that could be
By Andrew Kar
done about i t  After all, he rea­
sons, the government must have 
had a good reason to arrest the 
boy.
The boy is arrested again, and 
dies in detention. The father tries 
to recover the body. He is arrested, 
tortured and killed. Now Suther­
land feels that it is his responsi­
bility to find out the truth of his 
friend’s death.
The film effectively portrays 
Sutherland’s “awakening.” His 
loyalty to the truth costs him his 
marriage and his career. Interest­
ingly, his strongest ally in the 
cause he has taken up is his young 
son whose friend was killed.
Donald Sutherland is Duly in the 
middle of this film. His perform­
ance is subdued, like so many 
great performances. Zakes Mokae, 
a fine actor whose previous cred-
They are John Waite (vocals), 
Neal Schon (guitars & vocals), 
Jonathan Cain (keyboards & vo­
cals), Ricky Phillips (bass & vo­
cals), and Deen Castronovo 
(drums & vocals).
The music itself is straight up 
rock. It isn’t as heavy as Def Lep­
pard, and yet it isn’t as light as 
Chicago. Mix the two together and 
you have Bad English.
The first single, “Forget Me 
Not,” did relatively well on the 
radio, but the newer song, “When 
I See You Smile,” seems to be 
doing much better. Tracks similar 
to the hard edged beat of “Forget 
Me Not” include “Best Of What I 
Got,” “Ghost In Your Heart,” 
“Ready When You Are,” and 
“Rockin’ Horse.” Slower tracks 
include “Heaven Is A 4 Letter 
Word,” “Possession,” and “Price
See MUSIC p .ll
its include The Serpent and the 
Rainbow, is spirited and cynical 
as a Soweto taxi driver who
he offers. Jurgen Prochnow (The 
Seventh Sign) is as cold as ice as 
the police captain responsible for 
destroying a family. And Mar­
lon Brando is wonderfully cyni­
cal and authoritative as the at­
torney hired to pursue and in­
quest into the deaths.
A truly wonderful film, A Dry 
White Season easily outshines 
A World Apart both on drama 
and on impact A Dry White Sea­
son is playing at Studio 28.
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The rest ol the songs are what I call 
Standard Basic Stull, in shorter terms, 
Standard B..S. Some Standard R.S. tracks 
are 'Tough Times Don’t Cast," "Cay 
Down,” "Restless Ones,” and "Don’t 
Walk Away
It all comes tint to thirteen songs and, 
lor the most part, an enjoy able CP. lulcfi- 
nilely doesn't fit into the category of 
commercial pop, so all you T o p 40 haters 
ought to consider this. F or those of you 
w ho like the singles and Top 40. this might 
he a stretch.
The only thing that really got on my 
nerves was that 1 paid lull price for it anti 
a day or two later it went on sale.
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Recruiters
- »Al E RESEARCH INC 
Pwryobscot Building 
DoOolt, Ml 48226 
An t qumi Opportunity fc mptoy«w Ml
When you watch a movie, 
you travel to another place... 
a place of fun and adventure. 
Come join us 
as we take a journey 
to a world of great pizza 
and great prizes.
Your destination: 
the Pizza Zone Video Giveaway.
VIDEO GIVEAWAY
FEATURING A  VARIETY OF VALUABLE PRIZES
W ide Screen TV • VCR/TV C om bo • VCR’s • TV’s 
VHS Movies • Music V ideos • Itza Pizza • C oke
How to play: When you buy ITZA PIZZA and COCA-COLA, 
you receive valuable PIZZA ZONE points. Save these point stickers in your very own 
When your VOUCHER is complete, redeem it tor instant prizes or collect additional VO
Available at The Galley and Kleiner Commons
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Clark Durant, U.S. Senate Candidate
Grand Valley State University Republicans. 
Monday, November 13 from 3:30 to 5 p.m. 
The Portside, Kirkhof Center.
Auditions for Student One-Acts
S.T.A.G.E.
November 13 and 14 from 7 to 10 p.m.
Louis Armstrong Theater. 
Contact Mary Kate Barley at 895-4225.
Empathy Training
P.U.S.H.- People Understanding the Severely 
Handicapped. Pi Kappa Phi. 
Tuesday, November 28 from 7 to 11 p.m. 
The cabins, Kirkhof Center.
Contact David Sink at 538-6432 or 895-9138.
Calendar of Events
Movie: Animal House 
Wednesday at 9 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday at 7 p.m. 
132 Lake Huron Hall.. 
Free Admission.
“Reach for Excellence”
A.C.E.- Achieving Christian Excellence. 
Every Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. 
The Cove, Kirkhof Center. 
Contact Samuel Moffeit at 942-1780.
Creative W riter’s Circle
Creative Writers’ Weekly Meeting. 
Every Friday from 3 to 4 p.m. 
The Bay, Kirkhof Center. 
Contact Chris Lentine at 895-5271.
Students For Reproductive Choice 
Meeting Thursday, November 9, at 2:30 p.m. 
The Cove, Kirkhof Center.
Contact Carl Bajema at 895-3695 or 
Sara Culver at 895-3469.
School of Communications Senior Thesis: 
Ted Boelema, Deb Clauser,
Patty Lyons and Susan Moulton 
. 7 October 31 to December 1.
Hours: M.T.W.F. from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Thursday from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Calder Gallery, Calder Fine Arts Center.
Public Relations 
Student Society Of America
P.R.S.S.A. — Regular Meeting. 
Monday, November 6 at 6 p.m.
260 Lake Superior Hall.
Contact Laura Robinson at 895-5213.
This column is provided for free announcements by student organizations. To get your activity listed, fill 
out and place the form below in the Campus Life Editor's mailbox in The Lanthorn's office. Deadline is 
Wednesday of every week.
This form is discarded after the information is printed once.
Please take this to The Lanthom office. 11
HAZING From p. 7---------------
movie director, Spike Lee, a 
Morehouse alum, from finishing 
filming “School Daze” on cam­
pus in part because it featured 
hazing scenes.
In October, a Morehouse judi­
ciary court, made up of adminis­
trators and faculty members, im­
posed the most severe penalties 
they could on the 10 fraternity 
members, whose names were not 
released.
Bolton said Alpha Phi Alpha 
broke at least two Morehouse rules 
by beginning the pledge process 
before the sanctioned Oct. 19 date.
Why arc you looking hpre?
Try The Lanthom
Classifieds.
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Name of Event
Name of Organization-
Date and Time of Event or Meeting- 
Location of Event or Meeting_____
Name and Phone Number of Person Submitting this Information
Join Our 
Family
here are a lot of cliches about people who work together being a 
family. At Saint Mary’s it’s more than a cliche. It’s a reality that 
reflects the “caring for” we direct to our patients and the ^caring 
about’’ within our staff.
We offer our nurses flexible scheduling, a comprehensive wage and benefits 
package, including up to $1,700 per year in nursing education assistance, and 
the opportunity to work in a number of specialty areas such as our dialysis unit, 
new critical care complex, level II nursery, and neurotrauma unit
For more information about becoming a part of Saint Mary’s family, please call 
or write us today.
SaintMary’s
H E A L T H  S E R V I C E S
200 Jefferson, S.E Grand Rapids, Michigan 44501
(616) 774-6060
6 \< i\ft£  ID THE
WORD PROCESSING
Resumes - 1 Pg with 25 Originals - $20.00 
Student Typing Service - $2.0O/PG
Advanced Word Processing Features Available 
Typeset Q uality Laser Printer 
Stored for Easy and Inexpensive Updating
W,iMntsS TJavU jcuLdjte. in tAe. TPCaaement G ffinc
SPECIALIZED COMPUTER SCRVICCS 
Jocqualyo Peterson
Call 696-9367 For Appointment 
Available 900-8.00 Mon-Sot
f r u s t r a t e d
. . w i t h  w r i t i n g  p i p e r s  ??? 
We can help you with
■ Term Papers - any subject
■ _ All Writing Assignments In English courses
■ Research Papers - any subject
At Grand Valley Educational Services, 
we'll help you research, organize, 
write, type, and proofread your papers. 
We'll help you turn your "C" essay 
into an "A". Our staff has 20 years 
of experience in college 
teaching and writing.
LOW RATES Call Now 241- 6483
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Gridders Come from behind to Preserve Perfect Record
PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY
Jamarl Eiland runs for daylight as Bill McGory lays down a block in Saturday's victory over Northwood.
By M ark Halstead
Staff Writer
Sporting a perfect 10-0 record, 
the football season now turns into 
a waiting game for Grand Valley 
State University.
The third-ranked Lakers have 
recently submitted their bids to the 
NCAA for postseason considera­
tion, and await the announcement 
of their destiny anxiously.
Grand Valley’s Director of 
Athletics, Dr. Michcal Kovalchik, 
is hoping that the Lakers will get 
a chance to play at home at least 
once in the playoff schedule which 
will be determined on November 
12. “We have put in our bid for a 
home playoff game, and we need 
all the hype that we can get. We 
have to meet some certain crite­
ria, but we think our chances are 
good.”
To tunc up for the postseason, 
the Lakers rode a powerful sec­
ond half performance and defeated 
Northwood Institute 42-17 in 
GV’s final regular season home 
contest Saturday afternoon.
Trailing 17-14 at halftime, the 
Lakers turned up their defense and 
running game to roll over the 
Northmen. With the coaching 
staff nlaking key adjustments at 
intermission, the GV defense re­
sponded by allowing Northwood 
only 84 total second half yards.
"We knew that we could do 
better, and our coaches did a good 
job ai halftime correcting our er­
rors,” stated Laker head coach 
Tom Beck. “We had to stop their 
off-tacklc play and have contain­
ment on their quarterback. I am 
happy with the win, and it was 
just a mailer of doing things bet­
ter.”
With the Lakers huge offensive 
line dominating play up front, 
running backs Isaiah Lipsey and
Eric Lynch were able to run wild. 
The landcm combined for four 
second half TD’s to lead GV to 
286 total ground yards.
Lipsey was the leader, running 
20 times for 130 yards while scor­
ing on runs of 8 and 19 yards. 
Lynch ran for 55 yards on 15 at­
tempts, and scored on a pair of 
two-yard runs as well as from a 
yard out. The sophomore’s three
TD’s gave him 19 on the year and 
established a school record of 114 
points in one season.
Reserve Jamarl Eiland added 41 
yards on only five carries and Bob 
Mitchell was GV’s receiving 
leader with 102 yards on five re­
ceptions. Quarterback Jack Hull 
accounted for 152 total yards to 
help GV’s cause, completing nine 
of 11 passes for 135 yards, and
running for an additional 37, in­
cluding the Lakers' first score from 
13 yards.
“Jack just did his usual blue 
collar job,” continued Beck after 
the contest, “and our offensive line 
did a good job in controlling the 
line of scrimmage.”
The victory, however, was very 
costly for the Laker defense. Todd 
Tracey, who unofficially recorded
11 tackles and two pass breakups, 
was lost for the season with a knee 
injury in the fourth quarter. Re­
serve linebacker Bill Smith was 
also knocked out of the action 
when he suffered a back contu­
sion.
Grand Valley will wrap up their 
regular season by traveling to 
Saginaw Valley next Saturday.
W om en’s and M en’s Cross Country  
Team s Finish Season at Ferris State
By Joe Lowden
Staff Writer
The best season ever, for the 
Lady Laker cross country 
team, came to an end last Sat­
urday at the regional meet. 
Ferris State hosted the event 
on a snow covered course, in 
which the Lady Lakers slipped 
to a second place finish.
Within the first half mile. 
Laker runner Nicky Vanden- 
berg was accidentally tripped 
but still managed to finish 31 
out of 123 runners.
“When we arrived at Ferris, 
it was snowing and that 
changed a lot of things,” said 
Coach Gary Martin. “Nicky 
Vandenberg fell, but managed 
to finish strong. Sandra (Ter­
rell), Trena (Yonkers), and
Laura (Moore) ran really hard,” 
added Martin.
Southeast Missouri finished 
first in the regional meet with 
67 points to the Lady Lakers 
87. “I was expecting Southeast 
Missouri to win the meet, they 
arc very strong,” said Martin.
1 n order to qualify for nation - 
als, the Lady Lakers had to 
have a finishing rank in the top 
11. The Lady Lakers finished 
a heartbreaking 12 in the 
NCAA division II rankings, but 
still posted a 85-15 record dur­
ing their triumphant season. As 
the record shows, they only lost 
to 15 teams.
Next year should be just as 
good for the Lakers who are 
losing only one runner, Laura 
Moore, who finished sixth in 
die meet, and first for the Lak­
ers.
The men’s cross country 
team are, if anything, looking 
forward to next year. After s 
their 17 out of 20 finish, the 
Lakers will lose only Ed Ki- 
essel and Randy Taylor.
Kiessel finished first for the 
Lakers and 36th out of 143 run­
ners. “Eddie Kiessel ran proba­
bly his best race of the year,” 
said Coach Bill Clinger.
Second and third- for the 
Lakers were Brett Schafer (80) 
and Pete Bodary (92), two of 
the next year’s hopefuls for 
Clinger. “We’re still young, we 
have some good sophomores 
and juniors like, Bodary, 
Schafer, and Barstis,” added 
Clinger, looking ahead to a 
bright future.
Wrestlers Take Fourth
at Michigan
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor
The Laker wrestling team 
opened their season last weekend 
at the Michigan State University 
Wrestling Invitational among a 
field of eight teams, including 
GLIAC rivals Ferris and Lake 
Superior Stale.
Grand Valley, ranked seventh 
nationally in the preseason divi­
sion II poll, finished fourth among 
the field with 44-1/2 points, Notre 
Dame took first with 102-1/2, 
MSU took second, and Ferns took 
third over the Lakers, to head 
coach, Jim Scou’s, dismay. The 
Lakers did, however, defeat 
LSSU, as well as Central Michi­
gan (23-1/2), Brockport State (8), 
and Grand Rapids Junior College 
(3).
Individually, Grand Valley had 
a very successful day, placing five 
wrestlers in the top three in their
State Invite
respective weight classes. Scott 
Marvin took a third at 118 lbs. 
with a 7-5 decision over the Spar­
tans’ SooThackihay. At 126 lbs., 
Dwayne Knieper defeated Brent 
Serbus, also of MSU, 4-3 for an­
other third place Laker finish. 
Greg Diaz earned a third for 
GVSU with a 1 4  decision over 
Ferns’ Regi Ratliff.
At the heavier weights, the 
Lakers were even more success­
ful. Jim Price was topped only by 
Bulldog Doug Mooney in the fi­
nal 8-4, and posted a second place 
overall at 177 lbs. Jim Koerber 
was more successful yet, going un­
defeated through the 19(1 pound 
bracket. His final win was over 
Notre Dame’s Steve King, 7-5 in 
OT.
Scott and assistant coach Craig 
McManaman were encouraged by 
the good showing at the meet.
See WRESTLING p 16
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Hockey Team Ties 
In First Home Game
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor
Although the Grand Valley 
State hockey squad would have 
enjoyed a victory in their first 
game of the season, the Lakers 
come-from-behind tie with the 
Lawrence Tech Blue Devils 
seemed to make the Lakers happy 
enough.
GVSU struck first with a Tom 
Ferguson goal shortly into the first 
period, but Lawrence retaliated 
with two scores of their own to 
take a 2-1 lead at the end of the 
first
The second period unfolded and 
the Blue Devils opened up an even 
bigger lead, coming up with two 
more goals in rapid succession. 
With Grand Valley needing to 
come up with some quick offense, 
Ferguson put in his and GV’s 
second goal of the night to put the
seoreat4-2.
The opposition followed up 
with a fifth goal and the Lakers 
again found themselves down by 
three towards the end of the sec­
ond. However, before the period 
was out, Eric Baum found the net 
twice to save the Lakers from dis­
aster going into the third.
Halfway through the last period, 
the Lakers found themselves in a 
7-4 deficit with time dwindling 
away. It was Steve Weller’s turn 
to save the Lakers, finding an open 
net with five minutes remaining 
in the game. Shortly after, 
Ferguson earned his hat trick for 
the night with two minutes left and 
Grand Valley was only down 7-6. 
With 20 seconds left, the seem­
ingly impossible happened, the 
Lakers earned a tie with a Paul 
Cote goal. ^
“It was a great comeback and a 
great confidence builder,” stated
PHOTO BY BOB COOLEY 
Mike Dolce attempts a shot for the Lakers as they go on to tie the 
game at 7-7.
an elated Tony Price. The team 
saw a lot of promise for the fu­
ture, as well as strong individual 
performances throughout the 
night Goalies Jeny Smigelski and 
John Lapham provided solid net 
minding, and Ferguson’s three 
scores were highlights for the 
night Behind the scenes, Mark
Wiltz showed a great effort in 
putting up five assists for the 
Laker cause.
With these great individual per­
formances and an ability to put 
them together as a team, the Lak­
ers look ahead to their home game 
this weekend against Northwood 
Institute, Saturday at 6 p.m.
A Decade of Baseball Ends with the Last Game of the Season
Crew Team Awes 
Bigger Schools
By Gregg Hartsuff
Staff Writer
Astonished is the word that best 
describes the look on the other 
coaches faces as Grand Valley 
novice rowers repeatedly beat 
opposing crews this past weekend 
at the “Great Lakes Sprints” in 
Toledo, Ohio. Grand Valley was 
clearly stronger than the other four 
crews, University, of Michigan, 
University of Toledo, SL John's, 
and Miami of Ohio, winning 4 ot 
the 5 entered races, and finishing 
second in the other.
The course consisted of an 1800 
meter sprint on a rough Maumee 
River in downtown Toledo, run in 
a head race fashion, where crews 
are lined up and row against the 
clock.
Grand Valley’s Novice Light­
weight eight (MacNee, Driver, 
Vaggian, Coenen, Harvey, Haley, 
Martines, Kooistra, Huey) started 
Grand Valley’s winning with an 
impressive victory over three U
By Joe Lowden
Staff Writer
This weekend the basketball 
season was hatched, the hockey 
season matured and soon football 
will be in week 10.
Winter is just around the cor­
ner, and baseball is forgotten un­
til spring.
The sweep of the Oakland Ath­
letics for the World Championship 
not only marked an end to a 
memorable ’89 season, but it also 
marked the end of a dynamic dec­
ade for baseball — the 80’s.
For me, the 80’s was a period 
in which I went through adoles­
cence and became a young adult 
The game of baseball changed as 
well.
For instance, in 1981, Dave 
Winfield signed with the New 
York Yankees to become base­
ball’s first million dollar a year 
player. This paved the way for
many huge salary contracts, 
thanks in part to Yankee owner 
George Steinbrener.
’82— Bruce Sutter, relief 
pitcher for the world champion S t 
Louis Cardinals, set the record for 
saves with his own split-fingered 
fastball. This “pitch of the 80’s” 
was spread throughout the league 
by Roger Craig. Today more and 
more pitchers, provided that their 
fingers are long enough, are add­
ing the split-fingered fastball to 
their pitch selections.
’84— Jack Morris, with Craig 
as his ptching coach, utilized 
Sutter’s split fingered pitch to help 
lead the Detroit Tigers to a world 
championship. The Chicago Cubs 
were stunned by the memorable 
comeback of the Padres, who were 
down 2-0. However, if the ’84 
NLCS had been seven games, it 
may have been a Cubbie-Tiger 
World Series. As a result, the LCS 
was played in the best-of-seven
after ’84.
’85—Peter Uberroth estab­
lished mandatory drug testing for 
major league players and coaches. 
Drugs have harmed the careers of 
many potential stars such as: Leon 
Durham, Keith Hernandez, Steve 
Howe, Dwight Gooden, Rod 
Scurry, and the dreaded list goes 
on.
*86— A good year for baseball. 
Every team in the major leagues 
drew over a million in attendance. «■ 
This helped proved that baseball 
was indeed “our national pas­
time.” Managers were forced to 
use their players a little more 
conservatively that year, as the 
league reduced each team’s ros­
ters to 24.
’87— “Crack, HOMERUN” 
was heard quite often in major 
league ballparks across America. 
There were more homerun records 
set in '87 than in the whole dec­
ade of the 80’s. The main cause
that the balls were “juiced,” was 
believed that the balls were made 
too compressed.
'88— The lack of hiring blacks 
to manager and upper office jobs 
began to hit the news often. After 
A1 Campanis’ statement the prior 
year, about blacks being incom­
petent for higher positions, there 
was controversy in the lack of 
blacks in front office and manager 
positions. Frank Robinson became 
the first black manager. He inher­
ited the “Bad News” Baltimore 
Orioles.
On 8/08/88 at 8:08 pm. Wrigley 
field, home of the Chicago Cubs, 
became the last major league ball­
park to acquire lights.
’89— Pete Rose, the best hitter 
in the game, was banned from 
baseball for gambling. A week 
later Commissioner Bart Gia- 
mantti, who had handed down the 
Rose decision, died.
See BASEBALL p.16
of M boats as well as St. John’s 
and Miami. The eight started in 
fourth position and after barn­
storming past a U of M boat, 
placed a time of 5:48, winning by 
37 seconds, and placing in the best 
time of the day by any boat.
The women’s Novice Four Plus 
(Fitchner, Callahan, Houlihan, Os­
trander, Bono) won their race with 
a time of 7:50. Starting in first 
position, the crew never gave up 
thier position in the five boat field.
The men’s Novice Four Plus 
(Przewoski, Cavalier, Barnstable, 
Creger, Huey) built GV’s winning 
streak to three with a win in their 
race. This four pulled a time of 
6:53, soundly beating five other 
boats by 24 seconds, and furthur 
boosting the momentum of Grand 
Valley’s entire squad.
The women’s Novice 8 
(Croncnwett, Zapoli, Chaffee, 
Morrill, Houlihan, Ambrose, 
Mergener, Bono, Deline), coming
See CREW p.16
We’re right on the edge of campus. 
^  A  The alternative you deserve.
L l l M  g r a n d  v a l l e y
”  APARTMENTS
PHONE: 895-6351
Cosily. Win
A convincing 42-17 victory 
Saturday afternoon over North- 
wood proved to be very costly to 
the Lakers.
Todd Tracey was lost for the 
season with a severe knee injury 
midway through the fourth quar­
ter. The senior defensive tackle 
had surgery on Sunday to put back 
together a left knee that suffered 
ligament damage.
Tracey was having a tremen­
dous year for GV, with 64 tack­
les, including a school record 19 
for a loss, 11 quarterback sacks, 
and three pass breakups.
Head coach Tom Beck was 
devastated with the injury, ‘Todd 
was the best defensive linemen 
that I have had at Grand Valley.
By M ark Halstead
His loss will be tremendous.” 
Reserve linebacker Bill Smith 
was also injured, and was carried 
off (he field by a stretcher in the 
fourth quarter.
According to GV players and 
coaches, Smith was viciously
player well after a play had ended.
The sophomore suffered a 
bruised lower back and is listed 
as probable for Saturday’s contest 
according to trainer Doug Woods. 
A good note to the win was fresh­
man kicker Miguel "Money” 
Sagaro setting a Division II Na­
tional record by connecting on his 
59th extra point of the season. The 
record had been standing since 
1967 when Ben Falcone hit 57 for 
Waynesburg.
Up Next: Saginaw Valley
Grand Valley could post their 
first undefeated season in history 
with a victory in their finale Sat­
urday afternoon at Saginaw Val­
ley.
What is even more impressive 
is that just five years ago the Lak­
ers were 0-10.
GV will have their hands full 
defensively this week. Playing 
without Tracey,they will have to 
find a way to stop Kevin Mitch­
ell. The junior tailback is one of 
the top rushers in the country and 
is a leading candidate for the Har- 
lon Hill Trophy, the Division II 
equivalent of the Heisman Trophy.
The Cardinals were giving up 
big numbers on defense early in 
the year but have Improved of late.
I still don’t see them coming close 
to stopping Beck’s high-powered 
offense.
Saginaw traditionally plays G V 
tough and with Mitchell should 
give the Lakers a stiff batde. It is 
simple; if Mitchell has a big day 
GV could be in trouble; if he is 
held to no more than 115 yards a 
Laker victory will follow. Look 
for him to be held in check.
GRAND VALLEY 38 
SAGINAW VALLEY 21
<V*n\ TROPHY SHOP
PRESENTS
. Miguel Sagaro receives the male Laker Athlete of the Week 
award for his setting of a national record during Saturday’s 
football game. He hit bis 59th extra point out of 60, for the 
season and broke the old record of most extra points kicked in 
a season set by Ben Falcone of Waynesburg in 1967 when he 
went 57 of 70. Sagaro, just a freshman, is only the second player 
in GV history to set a national collegiate record.
Athlete of the Week award for their combined excellent per­
formance throughout the season, and especially for their strong 
showing at the regional meet last weekend. Senior Laura 
Moore, along with teammates Sandra Terrell, Trena Yonkers, 
and Nicky Vandenberg have consistently placed at the top for 
the Lakers.
Plaques
Medals
Ribbons
Corporate Awards
SOUTH
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1. Texas A&I 9-0
2. Jacksonville St. 8-0
3. Grand Valley State 10-0
4. Pittsburg Kansas 10-0
5. Anyclo State 9-1
5. St. Goud State 8-1
7. Eclinboro State 8-1
8. WestChesten 8-1
9. Indiana PA 8-1
10. Winston-Salem 9-1
11. Augustana 7-2-1
12. Mississippi College 8-2
12. New Haven 8-1
14. Portland State 7-3
15. Santa Gara 7-3
16. Cal-Davis 7-2
17. North Dakota State 6-2-1
18. NW Missouri 8-2
19. American International 7-2
20. Butler 7-2-J
Football Team Will 
Probably Go to Playoffs, 
But Where?
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor
The Laker football team, with their number three 
national ranking, is virtually guaranteed a playoff spot, 
but the question at this point is if the event will be 
held on Grand Valley’s home field. The midwest 
region, which they are in, stretches all the way to 
Texas and holds many of the nation's best teams. The 
official announcement of site and competition will be 
made on Sunday.
The first playoff game will be November 18 and if 
the event is at home, tickets will be on sale the week 
prior to the game. They will be available late Mon­
day or Tuesday morning with reserved seats at $6.00, 
general admission at $5.00, and GV student tickets at 
$3.00. Q/an i
TROPHY SHOP
RIVERVIEW PLAZA • JENISON
457-2540
- Certificates
- Awards 
-Trophies
- Much more!
Division II Football Regions
Help Wanted
EARN $2,000 - $4,000
Searching for employment that 
permits working your own 
hours, but still challenging 
enough for your entrepreneurial 
skills? Manage programs for 
Fortune 500 Companies. Earn 
$2,000 to $4,000. Call 
1-800-932-0528, ext. 11. Ideal 
for grad students.
11-2tp
S P R IN G  B R E A K  1990 - 
In d iv id u a l o r . s tu d en t
organization needed to promote 
our Spring Break trips. Earn 
money, free trips and valuable 
experience. APPLY NOW!! 
Call Inter-Campus Programs: 
1-800-327-6013.
7-5tp
THINK SPRING - Out going? 
Well-organized? Promote & 
Escort our FLORIDA SPRING 
BREAK trip. GOOD PAY & 
FUN. Call Campus Marketing.
1-800-423-5264.
11-ltfc
DOM INO’S PIZZA  wants 
to deliver to GVSU, but needs 
your help. We offer flexible 
hours, merit raises, paid 
training and guaranteed $6/hour 
training period, then you can 
excel at your own pace. Call 
now. 895-6929. Ask for Pete.
10-2tfn
For Sale
Can you believe we've already 
had snow? Maybe you can, if 
you're a West Michigan native. 
Don’t fret on icy, snowy roads 
this winter. Buy a 1981 
Subaru: front-wheel drive, five 
speed, 33 mpg. Overall, we re 
ta lk in g  D E PEN D A B LE 
TRANSPORTATION. Call 
Laura at 895-5213.
11 - ltfn
Wanted
Wanted: Back issues of the 
Lanthorn - dating back to 
1968. Looking for a good 
reason to unload that pile of 
old papers? Here’s your chance. 
Stop by the Lanthom office or 
call 895-3120 for more info.
11-ltfn
W ANTED: BEER CANS, 
ANTIQUE, OLD, FOREIGN 
CANS FOR COLLECTION. 
846-4599, UNCLE DARREL 
CLAEYS, GRAND HAVEN.
9-3tp
NEEDED: Two people to 
move into one bedroom 
apartm ent ASAP. Fully 
furnished, quiet building. $450 
per month plus electric and 
heating. CAMPUS VIEW 
APTS. Call Barry or 
Stephanie at 895-7093.
11-ltfn
Services
Term papers, resumes, letters, 
etc. Accurate, professional, 
reliable, reasonable. 532-2960.
l-20tp
/
L onely? Need a D ate? 
M e e t  t h a t  s p e c ia l  
so m eo n e  to d ay ! C all
D A TE TIM E. 
(405) 366-6335.
9-4tp
Need T-shirts, sweatshirts, 
hats, or jerseys? C a l l  
OLLIEWEAR ScreenprintH! 
Custom artwork, fast service, 
low prices. Call Frank at 
895-5563.
11-ltfn
A A' Meeting - Alcoholics 
Anonym ous meets every 
Friday at noon in the Cove 
Room of Kirkhof Center. 
Interested persons can contact 
Mike at 235-0271.
2-13tp
C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  
w anted for the Lanthorn. 
$3.00 for the first 15 words. 
150 for each additional word. 
$1.00 for border. All ads must 
be prepaid. The Lanthorn  
office is in the lower level of 
Kirkhof Center. Send ads to 
The Lanthorn, Grand Valley 
State University, Allendale, MI 
49401. Deadline is six days 
prior to publication (Thursday 
at 5pm). Special GVSU 
S tudent ra te : $1.00 for 
th e  f i r s t  10 w o r d s ,  
(Minimum charge).
tpT'
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Swim Teams Open Strong
By Sarah Stinson
Sports Editor
The Grand Valley State men’s 
swimming team started their sea­
son out in a tough way— by host­
ing perennial power Oakland 
University Friday night. Despite 
the tough challenge, though, they 
fared well in the event, posting 94 
points to the Pioneers* 147.
The sole Laker first place was 
earned by freshman Curt Warner 
in the 500 free, who had a great 
performance on the night. His 
5:02.90 time was “significantly 
faster than he had ever swam in 
his life,” commented Coach 
Dewey Newsome.
“Overall, we swam very well 
with them; we weren’t intimidated 
with them as we have been in the 
past," Newsome added.
On Saturday, they paired up 
with the women’s team, and both 
went away with first place victo­
ries from the Grand Valley Re­
lays. The men came away with a
narrow two-point w in . over 
GLIAC rival Ferris for the first 
time in six years, 144-142. GRJC 
and Wayne State lagged behind 
with 88 and 70, respectively. The 
women ran away with 156 points, 
over Ferris (110) and JC (82).
- The men took firsts in six of the 
twelve events, with the last race 
of they day being the key. The 
Lakers were down by two points 
going in, but made up the differ­
ence in good times for the defeat 
of the Bulldogs.
They are especially strong in the 
400 medley, as they are off the 
four-year-old record by only two 
seconds.
The women were equally suc­
cessful on the day, placing first in 
nine out of their twelve events and 
second in the other three.
Newsome is very pleased with 
the work of all of the team mem­
bers, saying that his returners are 
swimming times about two 
months ahead of schedule.
PHOTO BY JULIE EDINGER
The women’ swim team placed first in 9 out o f 12 events.
CREW From p. 14 __________________________________________
off a big win last week, destroyed 
a field of six by 38 seconds. The 
8 started in first position and did 
nothing but pull away from the 
other boats.
To end a day of successful rac­
ing the men’s heavywieght 8 
(MacNee, Driver, Coenen, Cava­
lier, Przewoski, Creger, Barn­
stable, Kooistra, Huey) finished 
second in a seven boat race with a 
time of 6:25, ten seconds behind 
St. John’s. The eight, after hitting 
a bouy at the start, blew by a U of
M boat. When asked if missing 
the bouy would have made GV 
win, Dan Creger, six man, stated, 
“No, because after we hit the buoy 
it built a drive in all of .us and 
made us row harder and we de­
veloped a better set (balance) in 
the boat.”
Probably the most impressive 
thing about the day is the fact that 
Grand Valley’s squad of 27 row­
ers soundly trounced schools of 
much greater size, such as Miami 
with 73 and U of M with over 80.
BASEBALL From p.14 ---------
Robinson’s Baltimore Orioles 
almost became the first team in 
history to go from last place to 
first in their division, the very next 
year.
Well, so long to baseball in the
80’s. An era transitional from 
baseball’s past to baseball’s future. 
I also say goodbye to a decade of 
the best times of my life, but I’ll 
never forget the memories of our 
great national pastime - baseball.
WRESTLING From p. 13
Scott commented, “We’ve got an 
experienced group here and it’ll 
be the best year fa- us in a while. 
We’ve gofa good group of sen­
iors (Jim Price, Jim Koerber,
Mike Young) and a lot of good 
kids to back them up.”
The coaches are looking at a 
conference championship and a 
good showing at the national tour­
nament as the goals to strive for 
this season.
The Lakers will be back in ac­
tion again this Saturday at the 
Eastern Michigan Open at 9 a.m.
■Challenge the Football Foursome
Professional Games □ N.Y. Giants at L.A. Rams □
□ Atlanta at San Francisco Q □ Washington at Philadelphia □
□ Chicago at Pittsburgh □ □ L. A Raiders at San Diego □
□ Cleveland at Seattle □ College Games
□ Dallas at Phoenix Q □ Alabama at LSU 7 □
□ Denver at Kansas City □ □ USC at Arizona □
□ Green Bay at Detroit □ □ Georgia at Florida □
□ Indianapolis at Buffalo □ □ Michigan at Illinois □
□ Miami at N. Y. Jets □ □ Iowa at Ohio State □
□ Minnesota at Tampa Bay □ □ Syracuse at Navy □
□ New Orleans at New England □ □ Colorado at Oklahoma St. □
Tie Breaker
□  Grand Valley at Saginaw Valley □  Total Points___
Sarah Stinson Tim Syrek Joe Lowden
88-159(55.3%) HrlS9JS2JBSbl 9&159J6QJ%)
Eric Nietling
96-159(60.4%)
Atlanta at San Francisco 49ers 49ers 49crs 49crs
Chicago at Pittsburgh Bears Bears Bears Bears
Cleveland at Seattle Browns Seahawks Browns Browns
Dallas at Phoenix Cardinals Cowboys Cardinals Cardinals
Denver at Kansas City Broncos Broncos Broncos Chiefs
Green Bay at Detroit Packers Lions Packers Lions
Indianapolis at Buffalo Bills Bills Bills Bills
Miami at N.Y. Jets Dolphins Dolphins Dolphins Dolphins
Minnesota at Tampa Bay Vikings Vikings Buccaneers Vikings
New Orleans at New England Saints Saints Patriots Saints
N.Y. Giants at L.A. Rams Giants Giants Rams Rams
Washington at Philadelphia Eagles Eagles Eagles Eagles
L. A Raiders at San Diego Raiders Raiders Raiders Raiders
Alabama at LSU Alabama Alabama LSU Alabama
USC at Arizona Trojans Arizona Arizona Trojans
Georgia at Florida Florida Georgia Florida Florida
Michigan at Illinois Michigan Michigan Illinois Illinois
Iowa at Ohio State Buckeyes Buckeyes Buckeyes Buckeyes
Syracuse at Navy Syracuse Syracuse Syracuse Syracuse
Colorado at Oklahoma St. Colorado Colorado Colorado Colorado
Name.
Address. 
Phone__
Best Time To Call On Monday.
1. Fill out the entry blank by picking your choice for the winner of each game. (Check only one box per game)
2. Pick the winner of the tie-breaking game and the total points in that game.
3. Print your name, address, phone number and time you are available on Monday.
4. Any entrant who outpicks the "Football Foursome" will get his or her name put in the paper for that particular week. 
The top challenger will be spotlighted that week.
5. All entries must be dropped off in The Lanlhom off in the “Football Challenge" box. The Lanthom will not be 
responsible for lost or misplaced entries.
6. A $10 fee will be charged for an appeal on an entry. The fee will only be returned if the challenger is declared a 
winner. All entries become the property of The Lanthom.
7. All weekly winners qualify for a random drawing for a pair of tickets to the game of their choice of their favorite 
sports team, within availability. The drawing will be held on or about January 11,1990. All winners will be notified.
8. The contest is open to all GVSU students, faculty and staff, excluding those who work for The Lanthom.
9. Deadline is Friday at 5 p.m.
This Week's Winner —  Greg M aher 14 out of 20
TURKEY DAY AT THE BOOKSTORE IS NOVEMBER 1
There is a turkey in waiting, fresh from the backyard of 
the Kirkhof Center, that could be yours.
Come to the bookstore and enter our Turkey Day drawing to win an  
unprepared Thanksgiving dinner.
All GVSU students are eligible to win.
